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eating with the government of the
United States does not, ot course, in
piy that it has any responsibility tor
what has taken place. Communica
tion has been made because the Unit
ed States alone can in these circumstances exercise any influence to discover the truth and get justice aone."
Sir John Rees asked whether Sir
Edward had any information regarding other Europeans who are, said to
have disappeared in Mexico.
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property and the friendly spirit of
the citizens ot Las (Vegas toward
BACA
the sanatorium.
When discussing the subject of sanatoria Dr. E. B. Shaw said these in
AR
stitutions are not a menace' to the
r
health of any community in which
they are located, but, on the' other
AN
Dr. Shaw
hand, are a protection.
said the presence of a dozen sanatoria
here, a sufficient number to malce
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Acting Chairman Shively of the for
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the pending resolutions which for
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Those present at the Commercial
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to deal with the problem.
themselves in favor of using every
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London, Feb. 23 The putting to
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Vera Cruz, Feb. 23. A government
Denver, Feb. 23 Henry Moore Tel
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this a pernicious theory because it
scars the standing timber and thus
Postum is made of prime wheat and a small portion of molasses. It has a delicious Javareduces its value; it robs the forest,
like flavour, but none of the drugs, "caffeine" and "tannin" which make coffee a health
soil of its ability to retain moisture
destroyer.
and effectually prevents the reproduction of the forests, since such fires
If your own judgment leads to a trial of Postum, for, say 10 days, and you begin to sleep
destroy all tree seedlings before they
soundly, digest food better, and your nerves get steady, these signs of returning health will
a chance to get a start.
have
'
show
Lightning Caused Most Fires
In 1912, lightning caused more fires
than any other agency, followed closeOffice with the San Miguel National Bask
ly by railroads, campers, and incenPostum now comes in two forms.
diaries, in the order given. In 1913,
however, the fires caused by lightning
WM. G. HAYDON....
......
.
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.
.
.
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A
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teaspoonful, stirred in a cup of hot water,
Instant Postum a soluble powder.
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.
order railroads, campers and inceTreagurer
makes a delicious beverage instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
ndiariesremained the same as in 1912.
, Tbo cost per cup of both kinds is about the same.
A considerable decrease in the propor
set by railroads and campers ln- tion
sold by Grocers everywhere.
jdicates, according forest officers a
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a Jew kept a little private bank In the
Ghetto district down Houston street
The establishment was small,
way.
but the proprietor was known to be
wealthy and his bank caught the savings of a vast number of people living
in the neighborhood. About once a
year,, a few weeks before the date on
which the interest on aeposlts became
payable, a rumor would be circulated
in the neighborhood that would cause
a run on the bank. The queue of
men, women and children awaiting
their turn to withdraw their deposits
would frequently extend half way
around the block. Every depositor
was invariably paid in full as soon as
the book was presented. A week or
so later, when the run' had subsided
and the bank still remained open, Tiie
majority of the customers regained
their confidence and returned their
money to the bank, it is not on record that the banker himself was responsible for the periodical runs on
Some years ago a German
In New York and looked his bank, but it ia certain that the
about for a promising business open- system added to his yearly profits the
ing in which to Invest the small capi-ta- l several thousand dollar that he would
he had brought over with him. have had to pay out in interest if the
The sight of the brigades of shop girls depositors had not withdrawn their
pouring out of the big stores in the money.
street, then
vicinity of Twenty-thirA brilliant mirage attracted the atthe center of the retail shopping district, suggested an idea to him. ' By tention of wayfarers along the shores
inquiry he learned that a vast number of Raritan Bay the other afternoon,
of the girls brought their noon day when the Atlantic Highlands assumed
lunch and ate it in rooms provided for almost Alpine proportions, and Sandy
the purpose by ti.e establishments In Hook and its fortifications and Coney
The Ger- Island, which are generally invisible
which they were employed.
man hired a store room in the neigh- to most of the region, rose into plain
borhood and opened a delicatessen view, while between them a tug towhop. His place differed from the or- ing three scows in from the sea could
dinary shops of its kind in that if be distinguished, seemingly aviating
made a specialty of selling food in 40 or 50 feet in the air. The spectacle
small
quantities. Customers were was much enjoyed by the passengers
supplied with a penny's worth of on the suburban trains coming into
bread, butter, coffee, cookies, pickles, New York from toe North .lersey
slices of ham and other meats and a coast towns. Mirages are not uncomvariety of other foodstuffs. The new mon about the harbor, but the oldest
system supplied a want, and therein traveler could not recall one so prowas to be found the secret ot its nounced at this time year.
success. Soon it was found necessary
to enlarge the establishment
and
Dorothy Dale, the young woman who
scores of clerks were necessary to has
figured conspicuously of late in
wait on the shop girls when they the newspapers as the cast-of- f
chorus
trooped in at noon each day. Big res- girl bride of Richard J. Howard, a
taurants and lunch roms in the neighwealthy young man of St. Louis, has
borhood failed, but the delicatessen been
engaged to appear at the Vicshop kept by. the former immigrant toria theater next week. Miss Dale
prospered. Some years ago the pro- (will present a series of "fashion stuprietor retired with a comfortable for- dies'' with the assistance of some
tune that had come wholly from the
startling gowns. It was about two
pennies of the shop girls.
months ago that the young woman
was married to Howard in the "Little
Another, though not so creditable a Church Around the Corner," following
"way to make money, has been recalled a few weeks'
acquaintance, which beby the recent run on a savings bank gan in London. Howard's people Interin this city. Not so many years ago
posed objections to the marriage, and
when the couple went to St, Louis,
they received a cold reception. Then
the husband disappeared, and the
young wife returned to New Yorki.
She has started a divorce suit against
her husband and an action for dam'
ages against his mother, who, she
says, alienated her husband's affections. Miss Dale, by the way, is a
stepdaughter of the late Delia Fox,
the popular comedienne.
Fed Persons
realize the enormous amounts of
money that are frequently earned by
things so small that they almost escape public notice. For instance, who
would suppose that an enormous fortune is represented toy the yearly profits from the little newstands, the
machines and the advertising privileges in the subway and
elevated railway stations and trains
in this city. That such is the case,
however, is evidenced by the figures
contained la a contract just concluded
'between the ilnterborough Rapid
Transit company and a firm that bid
lor these privileges. The firm has
agreed to pay $600,000 for the first
year, $700,000 a year for the next four,
and $800,000 a year nnd 10 per cent
of the gross receipts for the last ten
.years, a total of $11,400,000, exclusive
of the percentage receipts.
New York,

Feb. 23.
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Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
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The assertion of Carl E. Whitney,
an assistant United States district atdruga are
torney, that
sold in New York in "appalling quantities" brings to mind a story which a
New York clergyman recently told his
congregation. He was discoursing on
the prevalence of the drug habit and
the duty of the public to stop the evil
traffic. His story has the additional
merit of being true. The principal
was a young woman, scarcely more
than a girl, who lived with her parents up the state. The couple were
not endowed with an over abundance
of worldly goods. They wished to put
their daughter in a way to be
after they were gone. So
they mortgaged their little farm and
with the proceeds sent the young
woman to a hospital near New York
to learn to be a professional nurse.
There the girl fell in with an older
nurse who was addicted to the cocaine
habit The older woman would send
the girl to New York to purchase the
drug for her. Soon the girl succumbed
to the temptations of the "pleasure
powder." In a short time she was
confirmed in the habit. Word of her
plight reached her ated parents on
their little farm up state. They mortgaged their furnitui'e and with the
money Bent the girl to an institution
for the treatment of those addicted
to drink and drugs. The girl, said the
clergyman, had a sincere desire to
overcome the habit. But the old craving would seize her and when it did
she found no difficulty in obtaining
the drug to satisfy it. She' wrote to
the druggist and be sent her cocaine
while she was still in the institution
under treatment. The girl died and
her parents lost their tarm. The druggist, is still a respected member of the
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DEMAND FOR DOMESTICS DRIVES
AUSTRALIANS TO

EXTREMETIES

j

London, Feb. 23. The long cherished theory that the world's surplus
ieminine population could be married
off if it could be persuaded to migrate
to the antipodes is not borne out in
a report ot the dominions royal commission upon the demand for women
in Australia. Women are wanted
badly in the great Island continent,
but not so much for marriage as for

domestic servants.
So great is Ihe demand, according
to the report, that maay of ine girls
sailing from England have been
by wireless a ccokj and er
vsius in Australian hou :hold5 before
thei. steamer reached po,'L In some
cases men have been fo hard up for
cooks that they have gone out in
tugs to meet incoming vessels to make
sure that they have the first pick of
girls seeking employment. The first
few days following the landing of the
resembles an
foreign immigrants
old hiring fair. The employers besiege the labor bureau in hundreds,
and in a short time every newcomer
desiring domestic work is pretty cerT
tain to have secured a situation at
wages more than double the sum
which she would command in England.
The commission1 learned of complaints that the scarcity of servants
lit Australia Involves such a burden
on housewives that It was affecting
seriously their health and even acting
as a check upon the much desired increase of the population.
.

FOURTH INSTALLMENT OF "THE
CELEBRATION
ADVENTURES OF KATIILYN''
Tonight at the Photoplay will be
shown the fourth installment of "The
Adventures of Kathlyn," the photo-dram- a
which is attracting the Interest
of(all the devotees of the silent drama.
Following is a synopsis of the two
reels :
After Kathlyn's seemingly miraculous escape from the Temple of the
Lion, where she almost became a vlc-ti- f
of fanatical men, not to remark the
hungry and marauding lion, she is still
followed by the wild beasts that rove
in that vicinity in search of prey. She
realizes her peril through some keen
second sense, and eventually makes
her, way by woodcraft to a tree, at
the base of which is an idol. This
being In the nature of a votive shrine,
it is frequently visited by the pilgrims
and pious Parsees, who offer prayers
for protection from the beasts of the
jungle and also leave peace offerings
in ' the form of food. Above in the
branches of this spreading tree is
propped a rude hunting booth where
the native hunters have been accustomed to watch in security for the
stalking game that preys upon one
another in the depths of tne jungle.
This umbrageous tree seems to have
kindly shadows, and Kathlyn takes
refuge among its. branches, exhausted
after ber terrible flight through the
tangled woodlands. Unarmed, she
realizes that sbe must now depend
upon her woodcraft and fleetness of
foot to avoid the dangerous Inhabitants of that neighborhood.
With this
idea in view, she weaves for herself
a dress of fibrous grass that blends
with the flora and the branches of
the trees, just as the markings of
many animals does comporting with

have come upon the scene, capture
her, believing her to have been an

ARRANGED

escaped slave.
Second

1
of a Pan American cowers lu
York for discussion of the trade rt
tions of the American republics ia a '
part of that program.
The celebration will assume anotb- - j
er broad phase during tno week of ';

I

FOR

September 14 with a musical festival
on a large scale to commemorate tbo
centennial of peace between the Eng- -

NEW YORK

Reel

figures just announced. In the winter of 1908,' when the doors of German universities were first fully
thrown open to women there were
1,1.08 women students enrol'cd; today
there are 3,686 women taking regular
courses and as many more who are
attending lectures. More than 6 per
cent of the
number of students
at the German universiues are women
More than half of all .te women are
studying paiiosophy, languages and
than
history; somewhat mor
are studying medicine, and
natural sciences.
more than
Nearly 400 of the woneti Nidents
are f eloigners. Russia sends the iarg.
est number and America the next. The
women have for three years been gounivering more to the
sities. Leipzig and Munich especially
have had large gains in that time; and
the smaller institutions like Jena,
Wuerzburg and Frieburg have also
made relatively large gains.
one-four- th

one-fift-

h

n

She Defies Convention
Paris, Feb. 23 The Infanta Eulalia,
aunt of King Alfonso of Spain is defying the conventionality which usually
surrounds the presence of women of
royalty in Paris. The infanta recently
learned from a member of her suite
that a highly spiced Parisian vaudeville entertainment included an operetta, the scene of which was iaid in
Spain and Bianltz, a resort which she
frequented often. She, immediately
engaged three stage boxes for that
evening and with, a' party of friends
enjoyed herself to the utmost, as did
the audience, which quickly recognized the royal guest and derived much
amusement from the fact that the
king's aunt smoked throughout the
performance, seated conspicuously in
the front of one of the boxes. She
lighted cigarette after cigarette, laugh
ed heartily and commended loudly
eac,h phase of the production.
of the most popIn the last act.-onular Parisian comedians dressed in the
familiar captain general's urntirn. and
with features made up to resemble
three of King Alfonso apoeireJ in a
box directly opposite the infanta. - tne
likeness of her nephew was j excel
lent that tne king's aunt could hardly
control her laughter.
e

ARE WOMEN NATURALLY
DESPONDENT?
A prominent writer so claims'. Wom-

en are constituted with a delicate organism and in nnie cases out of ten
mental depression may be attributed
to an abhnornial condition of the system which expresses itself in nervousness, sleeplessness, backache, headaches, causing causing constant misa
ery and as a result despondency.
Pinkham's
E.
Vegetable Compound
a simple remedy made from roots and
herbs, is the one great remedy for
this condition. It goes to the root of
the trouble and overcomes desponden-
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Vanish Away
bJivtnir backache,
rheumatism, sHPf and swolten joints
are honestly glad to know that Folev
Kidney Pills are pucceflsfu!
where In driving out these Ws. That
.la because Folev Kidney .pills are a
true mpdfcine and ou'oklv effective in
nil diseases that result from wnnV. inactive kidneys and urinary !rrr?-nbitips. O. G Sehacfer and Tied Cro?
Dru,i Stove. Adv.
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Backache-Rheumatis-

Men and wo'nen
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Adv.

Subscribe for The

Your House Can 3s
Wired Without Injury
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The chief of the band, after taking
f
peoples.
counsel, concludes to take his captive
The later part of September wil j
to a nearby city, place her in the slave BIG CITY WILL COMMEMORATE be given, over to a series of parades, j
market and sell her. Then follow a
THE BEGINNING OF CHAR.
There will be a pageant of states, in j
series of interesting scenic events,
TERED COMMERCE
which every state will be represented f
showing the method of caring for capby a float representing its bistory or
tives that, have more than ordinary
New York, Feb. 23. It Is announced its resources, a merchants' and manuvalue in the eyes of their owners for as definitely decided that New York facturers' parade in which all of th
the fair Kathlyn at once excites the City will go ahead and celebrate this business houses of New York will be
cupidity and admiration of the leader year.
that such represented, an automobile parade, a
Notwithstanding
of the band, who naturally concludes large projects as international cele- pageant of cities, and a unique naval
he has a pearl of real price in her. brations of one hundred years of parade which will not only includo
(Incidental to this is the caste mark peace between English speaking peo- men from the warsfhips of the United
on the forehead of the human chattel.) ples and the
opening of the Panama States and foreign navies, but from
A few days after Kathlyn emerges Canal and numerous lesser ones have
passenger and merchant ships in !&
from the jungle, she Is put upon the been launched, New York proposes to harbor, as well.
auction black in the slave market of commemorate the fact the charterThe last named parade will be held
Aliaha. Disguised in her wild garb of ed commerce of this port, and, in fac
in conjunction with the laying of a
woven grass;, bearing her caste mark, practically that of the North American cornerstone of a permanent memorial
and deprived of all the finery that continent
began 300 years ago. Com- of some kind, suggestions .for which,
once marked her as a queen, she is bined In this
celebration, which will have Included a great permanent reso heavily veiled she is not recognized continue for six
months, will be fea viewing stand of marble, a public au
by any of the dusky magnates who fre- tures
to commemorate numerous ditorium of unusual size, or an indusquent the market of Aliaha. Eventual- - j phases of the whole country a prog trial museum.
ly she is sold, curiously enough to ress including the practical compleInterspersed in the program are arUmbalah, who does not recognize her tion of the canal and the peace cen- rangements for various local features.
on account of the saree over her face. tenary.
Including celebrations at all the cities
Kathlyn, who has been successful in
Although the public has not yet been along the Erie canal, the Hudson rivoutwitting TJmballah, concludes to re- aroused to the celebration pitch, tbo er and the southern tier ot couutiea
veal to him her identity and when she date of commencement of festivities in New York state.
does, be is furious and indignant be- is almost at hand. The opening date
The celebration will close on Octoyond words.
is Friday, March 27, whert the
ber 11, tho 300th anniversary of tha
While she was in the slave market,
calls for a "great universal re- granting of the first epecial charter
she managed to learn the whereabouts ligious service of pralsa and thanks- for trading to New Netherlands. Thia
of Bruce, and conveyed a message to giving for the blessings of three cen- - date falls on a Sunday and will be
him through the caste mark of Aliaha turies of progress" and another large
given over to religious observance of
Bruce is again close, but is a few mass meeting at which the .keynote of the anniversary.
minutes too late to save her, as Um- the long celebration to follow shall
The committee having arrangebalah, in his fury, has ordered Kath- be sounded.
The date of March 27 is ments in hand is beaded by Cornelius
lyn to be incarcerated in the tame the 300th anniversary of granting of Vanderbilt as president, Herman Kidand Edthe first general charter for regular der as first
commerce with what is now New York ward H. Hall, as secretary, and inby the states general of the United cludes as members more than a hun.
Netherlands.
dred prominent ct'zens of (he city
During April and May the celebra- and
tion will be confined to commemoratA heavy cold In tne lung3 that was
ive exercises in the public schools and
i i
Itself has been the
higher institutions of learning, includ- expected to cure
in many cases of dis- point
starting
comof
a
exhibition
"comparative
ing
i ease
that ended fatally. The sensible
mercial education in American and for- course is to take frequent doses ot
..."
eign cities, and with the hope enter- BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP.
tained by the tercentenary committee It checks the progress of the disorder
assists nature to restore normal
that impetus will be given to scholar- and
Price 25e. 50c and $1.00
conditions.
ships for the exchange of commercial per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Etudents with foreign schools.
Adv.
During June, July and August it is
proposed to hold a series of exhib- MARINE CORPS HEAD RETIRES
itions of the material resources of the
Washington, Feb. 23. After 30 j
f
various states of the union. There years' serviceMajor General William
will probably be four or more sepa- P. Diddle, commandant of the UniteJ;
rate exhibitions, each representing a States marine corps since 1911, was;
group of states, such as the eastern, placed on the retired list today oi
4
northern, southern and western states. his own application. He will be euc
The contrast between, the days of ceeded at the head of the mavin".
the early voyagers who believed that corps by Colonel George Harnett, v. !..
some waterway might be found to has been commanding officer of th.
China and today when the practical marine barracks at the Philadelphia
completion of the Panama canal has navy yard. The new commandant i:
provided what nature failed to do, a graduate of the naval academy, t'
SCENE FROM "The ADVENTURES OF KATHLYN."
will be the basis of exercises which which institution he was appointee
f
will be held in the fall. The holding from Wisconsin in 1877.
their environment, giving them incon- prison that confines her father. She
had believed her sire dead, but when
spicuous security.
She completes this garment none she is placed into the dungeon she
too soon, when the carnivora which recognizes the ragged and emaciated
has been upon ber trail, rounds up at lost one and a joyous meeting drives
the base of the tree and settles down melancholy from the inhospitaole
with fearful roars and snarling, warn- place. This, however, is short lived,
ing her that it is time lor ner to look for the malignant Umballah appears
to her safety. She is so surprised and tells Colonel Hare that his daughthat in her haste to get away she ter Kathlyn Is now his slave nis
drops her tattered and discolored tem- chattel and that he will do with her
ple gown, fleeing further into the as he likes. Instead of having th-- efdepths of the everglades in ner new fect he hoped in humbling the prisgarb blending so well with the sur- oner in chains at his feet it inspires
roundings that it help to conceal her him with fury, and Hare, now possessed of maniacal strength, springs upon
whereabouts.
You should have your house wired
Bruce, the American hunter, who ao Umballah like a wild beast and bears
inwill be no
and
complished Kathlyn s rescue in the hib down, grinding him against the
the
dungeon.
amphitheater from 40 hungry lions, rocky floor of
convenience your walls and decorahas been hot upon her trail since the
tions will not be injured.
stampede of the elephants drew them A Good Cough Medicine for Children
currare
the
of
proof'
far apart. Undeterred, however, he
Convincing
has penetrated the depths of the jun- ative properties of Chamberlain's
If you are not now using ELECTRIC
gle, followed her from the Burning Cough Remedy came from Mrs. Mary
Gat to the ruined temple, and now Fawcett of Grinnell, Iowa who says:
LIGHT you are depriving yourself of
to the base of the tree, where he "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy helped
one of
finds her torn and discarded garment. my little boy a great deal when he
greatest modern convenHe lis encpuraged to continue his had' whooping cough, ft Is a good
3 iences.
medicine." For sale by all dealers.
search with greater zeal.
In the interim, some passing traders Adv.
lose an elephant that has strayed far
Then, too, with ELECTRIC SERVICE
afield to feed and give chase. The TAMPA CAPTURED BY -- PIRATES"
in your house you can utilize
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 23. Hundreds of
elephant becomes panicky and in its
flight alfosiknocks down the tree that visitors joined with the residents of
electric
such as electric
shelters Kathlyn. In her fright, she Tampa In the enjoyment of the antries to run away, but the traders who nual harbor carnival today, when
irons, vacuum cleaners, toasters, perand his band of "pirates" sailcolators etc.
for comed into the harbor and took possession
in
of the city. Picturesquely attired
fort.
costumes of 150 years ago the band
ot freebooters effected a landing and
after meeting with a feeble resistance
Lsvesilte TODAY.
were given keys of the city by May'
Ir:.
pleased to dc
or McKay. The "capture" was follow- o .
i c i ! r
ed by a gay parade through the city.
r
An additional feature of the dny's proIiouse-VM- .'
gram was the formal opening of the
new $230,000 Lafayette street bridge.
.

More Women Students
Berlin, Feb. 23. The number of
women students at German universities has been nearly quadrupled during the past six years according to
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTlC,

enior paid a fine in the police court
this morning and the case was ended.
DAILY
It is said, however, that Ezequiel and
Felipe were both candidates for the
ESTABLISHED 1879.
same office in some organization of
which they are members, and that Fe
PublihM by lipe received more votes for the poBition than Ezequiel. It Is also re
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ported that the position carries a
(Inconxyted.)
small Balary. For a lieutenant gover
nor, a president of the asylum board,
v
.Editor.
G. M. PADGETT.
elector and treasan
urer of the ftartln! Publishing company to be "defouited toy a mere editorial writer is if true, Indeed unbearable. It js atso said that Ezequiel
and Felipe had a wordy altercation
the
East
at
at
Entered
postoffica
was written
Mexico, for trans- concerning a letior that'
fju VegaB, New the
and
that
Martinez
Felix
during the
to,
United
State
mission, through
bethe
of
Ezequiel
course
argument
qssil as second clasa matter.
came so heated that words entirely
failed him. In any event, (blows folfERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
lowed and Felipe got most or them.
Dally, by Carrier
It is generally regretted In the com1 M
ffr Copy
munity that what started as a wordy
Oae Week
.If dispute resulted as it did.
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Due Year

.65
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Daily, by Mall

One year (tn advance)
Six Months (In advance)
One Year (in arrears)
mx Months (in arrears)
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USDEK TWO FLAGS

$6.00
3.00
- 7.60

SENATOR TPLLEH,
OLD

-

.......

IS DEAD
(Continued from Page One)

time:

"The death of Senator Teller re
moves the greatest of the public men
who have lived In the far west during
the past half century. He was a state
and empire builder in its broadest,
truest sense. As a law maker and
secretary of the interior he fathered
the policies under which the public
land Btates made their best and greatest growth and development. Through
out his more than 30 years in the sen
ate and cabinet he was faithful to
the interests of his state, even to the
extremity of abandonment of party
when he deemed it necessary. He was
a man whose private life was a model
for our boys to folio-- r and whose pub
lic career was full of rich accomplishments. He was easily the first citizen of the state.
"Up to the present time Colorado
has not been represented in the Hall
of Fame In, the national capitol at
Washington. Thern has been a widespread feeling among our people that
Senator Teller should be the first to
bear that honor. Colorado
should
this
in
distinc
bestowing
pride
tkej,
tion upon one wuo nas none our state
and nation so mch of splendid service."
Governor Amnions today communicated with some members of Senator
Teller's family suggesting that the
body should lie in state at the capitol so that the state of Colorado
might render last honors to Senator
Teller's memory. Decision on this
point will be later when all members
of the family will have been consulted.
Pending the arrival here of Addison
Teller, brother of Senator Teller, who
is visiting in Morrison, Ills., the old
family home, no definite funeral arrangements will he made,, but it was
announced that funeral services probably would be held Wednesday.
'
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ican Fuel company, was put on the
stand by' Frank E. Gove to give his
version of the stories of alleged peonHis appearance was
age at Delagua.
n
the signal for a protest by ,E. P.
for the miners, who paid he
saw no reason for Interrupting ' the
regular procedure, chairman Foster
ruled that the entire testimony of
Mr. Snodgrass on all matters connected with the strike be taken at this
Cos-tiga-

PIONEER,

Victor Derger, former congressman
from Milwaukee, testifying before the
commission investigating the
:
8.75 federal
copper strike situation in Michigan,
declared that the socialists have two
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
flags." One Is the'Stars and Stripes,
GROWER
which, he carefully explained, Is their
?2.00
One Year
national banner, and the other is the
EJx Months
, 1.00 "red flag of brotherhood," which is
under
standard
internatonal
the
which the socialists of all the world
(Cash In Advance for Mall
may align themselves against all the
Subscription!)
Remit by check, draft or money rest of the world. In his impressive
5"der. If sent otherwise we will not melodramatic fashion We
declared that socialists would
responsible for loss.
on
free
Specimen copies
application fight If anybody triea to take either
flag away from them.
It may be that there is a certain
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
proportion of the academic socialists
EXPIRATION OF TIME
who have a proper degree of respect
PAID FOR
manner and have
for the
no sympathy for the frothy iatribes
Advertisers are guaranteed the which more "orthodox" representalargest dally and weekly circulation tives of the cult direct against the
of any newspaper In northern New flag of their country. But the generMexico.
al understanding is that the attitude
of the socialist party, and especially
of those members who are of the BerTELEPHONES
not
Business Office ...............Main 2 ger ilk, Is one of opposition if
banner which
to
the
actual
hostility
News Department
9
.Main
stands for everything for which Am
erican institutions stand. The spec
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1914.
tacle of a socialist party leader wrap PEONAGE CHARGES ARE
ping himself in the folds of that flag
of his
"WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY and declaring that the members
DENIED BY MANAGER
to
If
tries
will,
anybody
fight
party
take it away from them is not partiThen
convincing, in the light of recularly
One hundred and thirty years ago
WERE
MINERS
HE DECLARES
peated manifestations of antagonism
BEHUMAN
LIK7
TREATED
Xewport, R. I., celebrated Washing- - on
so
the
the part of expounders of
ion's birthday with tne ringing of
INGS AT TRINIDAD
cialist faith. Patriotism is not one
'w hurch bells, firing of cannon and dec
of the cardinal tenet of that faith,
oration of houses and ships. So far so
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 23 Charges of
far as conservative and loyal Amer
a a' known this wa3 the first civic
in the Delagua coal camps of
peonage
icans are able to deduce from the
n
Fuel company
;JobratIon of the twenty-seconas mass of information available on the the
Washington's birthday. He was born, subject There have been too many were given emphatic denial today by
t, wording to the old
calendar, Febru socialist parades and gatherings at B. M. Snodgrass, superintendent of
11,
1732,
and
he
himself
observed f,which the national emblem was reviled the Delagua mine, before the c6ngres
ary
the
that date, until his death in 1799.
and "the "red flag of '.brotherhood" sional committee investigating
coal miners' strike. ,J" "
Now
aloft
raised
Snodgrass' appearance as a witness
Today every state in the union Is
There will be few to believe that
em- as the sequel to the
following tie recommendation of con when socialists march under this crimgress at the time of Washington's son standard they are marching in any broglio of Saturday aftrnoon, when
death that his countrymen meet on international
the committee discovered that it
capacity and that at the
February 22 and do honor to his mem-cr- y same time their hearts are glowing had locked up five! Italian witnesses
with fitting ceremonies. Washing- with
when It had Intended to put only four
patriotic love for the red, white
ton is the only American whose birth- and blue.
It Is pretty generally un in the custody of the sergeant-atItalis
arms.
of
After
the
the
as
a
testimony
recognized
day
legal holiday derstood that socialist have erased
in all of the states and the District of the white and blue from the banner ians Saturday Frank F. Gove obtained
Columbia, Porto Rico and Alaska.
under which they march, in sentiment permission of the committee to put
o
at least, and that only the red re- Mr. Snodgrass on the stand to give
alleged
be the company's side of the
All good citizens would
mains.
A DEPLORABLE AFFAIR
cases.
glad to be undeceived on this score, peonage
The mine superintendent denied ev
and the best way of undeceiving them
In the news columns there appears would be for the socialists to display, ery charge of peonage,, and also said
an account of
"go" between in a tangible manner, Borne of this positively that no miner had been
Ezequiel C. de Baca, lieutenant gover- patriotism of. which Merger prates. shot to death by soldiers or anybody
nor of New Mexico, president of the No good citizen contemplates with else in the Delagua imp.
It developed today that Salvator .Vo
elector satisfaction the spectacle of any man
asylum board,
and treasurer of the Martinez Publish or body of men, native torn or alien, lenti, la witness who told a story of
ing company, of the one part, and arrayed against the institutions of this alleged peonage at the Denver hear
Felipe M. Chacon, editorial writer on free country or the flag which typifies ing, has disappeared. Counsel for the
the staff of La Voz del Pueblo and them! There are a great many people operators told the committee that
appellant in the case of State of New who would 16 glad to see the social- Volenti, who hail agreed to meet Gen
Mexico vs. Chacon, Hr contempt of ists, In common with all good citizens, eral John ChuHd at tne Denver union
and return with him to Trini
tiourt, of the other.
standing for the flag instead of dese- depot
It Is rumored that the affair was crating it Nobody has the slightest dad, did not go to the depot. John
conducted in general accordance with desire to take It away from them, or R. Lawson said later that he had seen
the old London prize ring rules and any patience with their habit of de- Volenti in Denver since he appeared
that while Felipe, had he been given riding it and trailing it In the mire before the committee, but that he did
em option, would have preferred the o their vlllification. The Internationnot know his present whereabouts.
On the stand today, Snodgrass deMarquia of Queensbury style, the lieu al aspect of the ease ia something of
nied
the charges of peonage made by
of
tenant governor, president
the asy- a convenient fiction. Certain it is
elector and that neither socialists nor any others Volenti, James Adams and Giovanni
lum board,
treasurer of the Martinez Publishing in- - this country can inarch under two Minnottl.
At the opening of today's session
company, finding himself somewhat flags without hacing their loyalty
liampered by the restrictions of the to the nation's emblem vigorously Chairman Foster read an Associated
Press 'bulletin announcing the death of
London rules, resorted to challenged
particularly when the oth
former United State Senator Henry
1le French school and engaged in a er flag is the red banner of
Mt of interesting and effective la brotherhood, which Is universally as. M. Teller. Mr. Foster said:
"The chair begs to announce that
pavate. Whether lie kicked his
sociated with anarchy and everything
Henry M. Teller, former cabinet offiwhile pirouetting nimbly on that is the reverse of patriotism.
cer and for 30 years United States
one toe, 5n the approved style, or whether he stood rjuarely on fcoth feet CONVENTION OF UNDERWRITERS senator, died today. When such a
man dies the world suffers a loss."
rl ti.eii jumped, thereby giving FeChicago, UL,, Feb. 23. An Important
what ia commoniy known as the gathering of Insurance men met In The committee this morning took no
' boot." we are unable to say. While Chicago today for the midwinter meet- official action regarding Senator TelIs an accomplished . gentlev ing of the American Association - of ler's death, and no member of the
i
. .
committee was designate to attend
1
"l, ' ' as such Is doubtless well Aocident Underwriters. The sesslo-V.
d with various ways of using will continue over tomorrow, and the the funeral. '
To Limit ' Witnesses
' wn gravely doubt whether program provides for the discmai. n j
Before
the taking of testimony was
U to
of
au
tr
fait
Lave
given of various Interesting phases
ritly
, ton civilly polished demonstration accident underwriting business. The 'begun, there was a discussion of
. Itii t
foot work of the opening day was devoted almost whol- ways fend means of limiting the num
ber of witnesses for each side, but
ly to the discussion of insurance edur If ns9 of the difference bo-- t cation, with addresses by Insurance no order was made hy the chairman.
,
B. W. Snodgrass of
i , , :' and Felipe not de--- Commissioners Dmv.i of Utah and theSuperintendent
'
u.
Delagua mine of the Victor-Ame- r
The lii'tji'c'iasit R'ov- Prens of Minnesota.
d

MONDAY. FEBRUARY

Influence Was Used
Mr. Snodgrass first was questioned
about the manner in which Pietro and
Vittorlo Froio, Qulntino Simonl and
Leonardo Morelli were brought1 'to
Trinidad Saturday morning to appear
as witnesses before the committee.
He declared that he had not talked
with them about their testimony, and
that they were not influenced to give
testimony favoring the company. He
said that in response to a request
from Mr. Gove he had sought . out
Anof Yamioelli, as the man who had
signed contracts for the other four
Italians. He brought Yamlcelll with
the others, he declared. He denied
that Yamicetli had any closer connection with the company than any of
the other miners.
The witness then was questioned
about Giovanni Mlnnotti, the Italian
who last week said he had escaped
from the Delagua mine after being
held prisoner. He said he had no
knowledge of the alleged search of the
Ludlow tent colony by the militia and
the Delagua boarding house boss
lHhotti's escape. He admitted
that at one time a company watchman.
took a miner out of a tree there and
broughe him back to camp. He explained that the man was wanted for
participating In a fight, and was chased up the tree iby the watchman's dog
after he had refused to halt
Mr.' Snodgrass said he never had
attempted to prevent Giovanni Mlnnotti leaving the camp. He said he never had seen the militia at the
camp "all drunk" and that none
of them was intoxicated on last Wed
nesday night when Minnottl said he
had made his escape over the hills
He declared that he never had seen
hut one intoxicated militiaman at the
Delagua camp.
The witness also denied the story
told in Denver by James Adams, the
selft styled "peon" to testify before
the committee. Adams had testified
that he was held prisoner at Delagua
'
and escaped.
The witness was 'asked about the
visit of Eli Gross and George Howe,
of the slate labor bureau, to the Delagua camp, where he refused to permit them to talk to Che miners. Snodgrass explained that ha had been advised that the men had first visited
Hastings, and there had told an Italian workman that he was a "disgrace
to the Italian race" for working during a strike. On that account, he
said, he refused to permit them to
- .
interview miners at Delagua.
Snodgrass told of general conditions at the Delagua mine and the
efforts of the company to protect
he men. He said tho'lnstructlons of
general Manager W. J. Murray were
to spare ho expense in making the
workings safe. The practice of putting stone dust in the mine as a preventive of coal dust explosions, he
declared, was adopted at the Delagua
mine 18 mouths before it was advc
cated by the federal bureau of mines.
.' The witness in response to qnes- tions .said he had never discharged
a man for making a complaint or be-- ;
longing to the United Mine Workers
of America.
He asserted that, the
men at Delagua camp were satisfied
and that .before the strike many of
them hM assured him that they wouldf
not leave the employ of tne company
Men Received Threats
t
"Why did they strike, then?" asked
No

af-(I- rj

23, 1914.

without any prompting from the company or any one else.
Mr. Costigan questioned the witness
searchingly about alleged political acn
Fuel
tivity of the
company, but he. made a sweeping denial of 'all charges. In response to
further questions Snodgrass reiterated
that the miners were free to lealve the
camp any time they wished.
Questioned further about the town
affairs of Delagua the witness admitt-- ,
ed that in some cases' the company
deducts from the pay of the miners a
poll tax levied for the maintenance of
the roads. Replying to questions by
Captain Danks the witness said the
militiamen stationed at Delagua during1 the strike had been orderly and
well behaved.
Oscar Vandebur, camp marshal at
Delagua, next was put on the stand
by the operators. He denied that he
stopped Giovanni Minnottl when the
to get out of the
latter was tTlng
""
camp.
The committee then took luncbeon
recess until 1:30 o'clock.
Victor-America-

BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
Buying Foley's Honey and Tar
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Mr. Gove.
"I asked them why they were going
out after telling me they would not
,

,

strike and they said they were afraid
to work," replied the witness. "They
told that they had received threats
and black hand letters warning them
not to stay in the mine.''
The witness then gave his version
of the various disorders at Delagua
and Hastings during the acute period
of the strike.
Snodgrass said that a few day before the strike was called ne made
a canvass of the Delagua miners and
that not more than BO wanted to
strike. He said that at present he had
as many men at work as ha had 30
''
days .before the strike.
The witness was
by
E. P. Costigan. He was asked about
the story of a Montenegrin secret society being broken up by the company
and replied that the organization was
not broken tip, but that its members gradually drifted away from the
camp, and he suspected, ultimately,
took their charter with tiiem.
In response to a question the witness said he had been elected mayor
of the town of Delagua 1y the voters,
a majority of wiiotn'he said were employes of the company. Ho adl',d
he received no pay as mayor, and tnat
he was AtMtnr1'siftei' mmouncinar his
candidacy on his own 'Initiative, .and
cross-examine- d

V

-
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latest token of friendship in jewelry is in tne Friendship Bracelet.
Dainty, small and inexpensive.

THE

In Silver Gold
Gold Filled

-

75c to $1.25
$4.00 to $6.00
$1.25 to $2.00

.'n.'?d

.

Also Friendship Circles in Brooches and
Scarf Pins. Not just fads but attractive
jewelry. Call and see them at

Com-

pound saves money because Just a
few doses Btops the cough and cold
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and Inflamed surfaces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

TAtiPEftTS

Adv.

Trade unionists in Italy
about 700,000.

'::'h-

number

M-

Factories in Australia employ
women workers.

76,275

The United Garment Workers
sued 50,000,000 Iaibels last year.

is- -

The Trades and Labor Council of
Vancouver gained 1,500 members in

THE DUNCAN

S2Sg

1913.

DUBINSKEY BROSS. INC. PRESENT

Del-agu-

'

C

Jt,

The number of organized
wage
workers In the world is estimated at

THE MOST POWERFUL STORY EVER STAGED

15,000,000.

"THE PRICE
E PAID"

The next convention of the Wiscon
sin State Federation of Labor will
meet in Oshkosh.0
In France the government reimburs
es a fixed percentage of the amount
expended by the labor unions for the
support of the unemployed.

The

News-Pre-

ss

Better Than

Says
DAVID

PHILLIPS

GRAHAM

nook

More Laughs, More Thrills, More Common Sense
and the Best Acting In Any Play That Has
Ever Been Staged Here

The Brotherhood of Painters, Decor
ators and Paperhangers of America
will hold Its next biennial convention
In Dallas In September, 1915.
;

DUPLICATE IN EVERY PARTICULAR OF
THE ORIGINAL NEW YORK PRODUCTION

COMPLETE
Vanish Away
Men and women having backache,
rheumatism, stiff and swollen Joints
are honestly glad to know ihat Foley
Kidney Pills are successfiA everywhere In driving out these ills. That
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective In
all diseases that result from weak, in
active kidneys and' urinary irregulari
ties. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv. e
Backache-Rheumatis-

Special Prices for this Engagement Only

PRICES

$100

-

75c - SOc

TRANSFERS

REAL ESTATE

...'
Warranty Deeds

S. A. to Jose Leon Gonzales, May
31, 1899, 10 acres in Sec. 8. Twp. 13
R. 16.
IT. S. A. to J. A. Kelly, May 19,
1910, 160 acres in Sec. 15 Twp. IS R.
XT.

'

23.

S. A. to Gabriel Estrada, May 5,
1904, 160 acres In Sec. 24 Twp. 14 R.
IT.

23.

, .IV v"

Matilde V. Salazar et als to Altagra- cla Artiaga' de Mares, November 10,
Con1913, property at San Ignaclo.
sideration, $80.
Eliza Lamkin to Charles H. Lam- kin, February 10, 1914, lot 3 folk. 9
Rosenwald addition and lots 7 and 8
blk. 19 San Miguel Town Co' addi
tion. Consideration $800.
Isaac Bacharach et als to Simon
Gallegos, January 27, 1914, 160 acres
in section 21,'Twp. 13 R. 23. Consideration, $150.
The Investment and Agency Corpo
ration to' G. W: Pope and Company,
January 30, 1914, 160 acres In Sec.
j

29. Twp. 16 R. 18.

-

f

PIJ'

'

mm

t

!

-

Board of Trustees Las Vegas grant
to MV C. de Baca, June 23, '1913, 140
acres in Sees. 61 and 7, Twp: 17 R. 16.
W. T. Hand to A. L. Vingant, January 28, 1914, 40 acres In Sec. 15 Twp.
1.7, R. 17.
Consideration $3,200.
Julio Hernandez' et ux to Modesto
Aragon, February 10, 1914, land in
Precinct 36.
Sandoval to Julio Her; Francisco
nandez, February 24, 1908, property
'
in Precinct 36.
'
Quit Claim Deeds
O. 'A: Larrazolo et nx to Benedlto
Duran, January 28, 1914, land at
Consideration $1.
Matilda V. Salazar et als to A. A.
de Mares November 10, 1913, land In
San Miguel county. Consideration

"11

QtiQ lot

Get
I

Ml

hfiezcl patterns free

Ladies' Homz Journal Pattern
,t, T.to tr
February 23rJ to February 2Sih

1911

'

$80.
,

'

:

Pablo Lucero et ux to Seferina Baca
8, 1910, land in San

de Gonzales, June
MUuel sounty.

lm
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
S. F. Hemier left this afternoon lor
Denver, where he was called on account of the serious condition of Mrs.
Hemier, who is ill in a hospital at

PERSONALS

that city.

I'll.!

Arthur Margroff of Chicago, 111., arMrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
rived in Las Vegas last night and will
Romalne. Adv.
He visited
Mrs. Ous Peterson of Ratoa Is in remain here indefinitely.
his mothwith
several
here
ago
years
few
Vegas visiting friends for a
er, who is a composer an. author.
Jays.
Thomas RosS, a member of the
of La Cueva came
T.
s

I

MONDAY,

ROMERO DANCE PLACIDO

AT THE DUNCAN

FEBRUARY

1914.

23,

LUCERO

PEOPLES BANK

(Si TRUST
BEGAN BUSINESS, OCTOBER, 1912

KILLED BY

.
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits.
Dividend Paid January 1st, 1914- -

ElliiS

TONIGHT

CO,

Shoemaker
J.
directors of the Commercial SPECTACULAR CARNIVAL BALL IS PROMINENT CITIZEN OF TECOLO-TITin this afternoon for a short business board pf
and
club
EXPECTED TO DRAW IM- oiiq of the; most progressive
IS SHOT AT COUNTRY
1.
j
visit
;.n(53' boosters' in iheiclty, left today for
CROWD
MENSE
DANCE
j
returned
Twltchell
Colonel R. E.
Portland, Ore., where he will remain
busishort
a
from
Saturday evening
until July.
At 7:15 O'clock this evening the
Held without ball to await the ac
ness visit In Santa re.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Danziger, doors of the Duncan opera house will tl"n of the ,,rand jury, Caalni'-Enci
J. E. Sinclair. Santa Fe officer at Mrs.
Mafirice, Danziger and Rev. Dr. open' for the thirty-seconannual nfas,, who shot and killed Placldo
Albuquerque, came in last night for a
jac.ob H. Landau returned last night Washington's
at ff ecolotito Saturday night, is
Birthday Masquerade
ehort business viBit.
from Roswell where they attended ball of the E. Romero Hose' and Fire occupying a cell in the county Jail.
cftine
William Myers of Levy, N. M.,
i !
i .. J - i.- the wedding :pt Mr, Joseph Danziger
Encinias, who was crrested yesterday
in last night for a short business visit. and Miss Julia Jaffa.
of the in Tecolotito Arriba by Sheriff Roman
event
social
most
interesting
He is a cattle man of Levy.
Traveling in a private business car, winter.
ef Deputy Felipt .Lo
Galiegos
R. R. Larkin left this afternoon for
W.
L. Martin, vice president and trafthe maskers will begin pez, this morning was arraigned befor
busiDancing
on
be
will
he
where
Fe
Santa
fic manager for the Boo Railway com- at j):30 o'clock and 11:30 a'clock the
fore Justice Felix Garcia y Gutierrez.
ness for the next few days.
through Las Vegas unmasking will take place and the He waived preliminary examination
lines,
pany
passed
came
in
yesterday
Julian Chavez
afternoon on his way to floor will be open for all.
and was remanded to jail.,
afternoon from his home in Albuquer-i- u yesterday
California
from
Chicago.
at
dance
the
The
masked
attendance
The killing of Lucero is said by the
visit.
for a short business
J. Hy Fleming, .connected with the promises to be the best in the history district attorney s office to bear the
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Richer and Mr.
treasury department of the United of the company. The costumes, which marks of premeditated murder. It oc
and Mrs. J. N. Van Houten of Shoe
States and engaged in selecting sites arrived from Denver Friday, have curred at a dance given at Tecolotito
maker were visitors in Las Vegas yesfederal buildings, arrived In Las
at the, home of one of the prominent
' for
terday.
to examine the proVegas
yesterday
families. Lucero is said to have been
the
Ford
of
John Pugh, proprietor
site for a federal building.
standing in front of the house when
Sales company here, returned this posed and'fMr.
W. A. Naylor and Mr.
Mr.
Fnelnias ca'-i- ' u( to him, dr.---v a it
visit
business
short
afternoon from a
and Mrs. J. A. Wilson of Fort Union
caliber revolver and fired. The bullet
in Denver.
with their famcame
this
afternoon
in
N.
entered
lucre's right breast and
James Livingston of Cimarron,
ilies and will attend the big masquerdeath occurred almost instantly.
M arrived in Las Vegas last night
ade boll to be given at the Llebsc.hner
Encinias disappeared immediately
and will be a business visitor here for
)
ranch at Agua Zarza this evening. .
the shooting, going across, the
.
after
a short time.
lln'4 ,)nto Guadalupe county, where, ,he
J. E. Pennington of Detroit, Mich.',
Chronic '.CwwtTpaSern Cured
gave, himself into the custody of the
arrived in Las Vegas Saturday even"i
had' been tTottmed
of the peace. There is no jail
some
for
remain
justice
here
will
and
ing
for two years and tried
constipation
i
in
the
precinct, and Encinias, accordtime as a visitor.
i
all the best physicians in Bristol,
to the report, left ourlng the night,
ing
C. E. Doll of Santa Fe was a busiTenn., and they could do nothing
returning to the neighborhood of Te
ness visitor in Las Vegas today. He for me.' ' Two packages of Chamber
which is a short distance from
a
colotito,
man
and
Is a commercial
formerly
Iain's Tablets cured me," writes Thos
"
Antonchico, several miles southeast of
resident of this city.
E. Williams, of Middleboro, Ky. For
Las Vegas. There he was found
William Springer, Donald Hart, Ce- sale
by all dealers. Adv.
by the sheriff and his
7
cil Boucher and John Harris made a
--had
been summoned from
who
in
deputy,
trip to the Valley ranch yesterday
EAST AND WEST TO MEET
himself into the
He
Tas
gave
Vegas.
automobile.
yir. Springer's
Feb. 23 The Empire
Chicago,
of the officers without protest.
custody
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. i)ennls returned
CalState Society of Chicago and the
They also secured the revolver with
to their home at Mineral Hill this ifornia Society of Chicago have com
TEAM
which the shooting was done.
FIRE
ROMERO
E.
THE
visitors
been
after
having
morning
pleted arrangements for an interesting
Saturday morning, in the court of
liere for the past few days.
joint meeting at the Hotel LaSalle been selected from
a
number
Jose O. Alarcon at Tecolotito,
Justice
large
C. E. Maywood, representing the in- tomorrow
by
'ihe purpose of
evening,
received an adverse decision
Encinias
while
was
of
have
others
prepared
terstate commerce commission,
people,
the function is to arouse interest in
a business visitor in Ls Vegas yester- the Panama exposition and to bring original garb for the affair. This fea on his request that Lucero be placed
under a peace bond. The evidence
ture will be one of interest
day from Washington, D. C.
about a better social relationship be
ar
is said to have indicated that the
returned
The
last
firemen
spent,
yesterday
Miss Nellie Mitchell
tween the two organizations.
and
decorations
af
their
other
for
and
charges made against Liucero were not
Indiana
parts
from
ranging
right
hard:
ter
labor
a
has
she
accomplished proved. Witnesses to the killing say
day's
of the middle west where
TO VOTE ON COMMISSION PLAN
decorations that Lucero made no move to molest
of
the
in
"been visiting for the
way
something
past several
Green Bay, Wis., Feb. A special
The Encinias, and that the latter drew his
never
mi
that
"iv eeks.
been
has
plicated.
in
to
Green Bay
be held
election is
Mr. and Mrs. Alex McElroy of Cim- tomorrow to decide upon the accep fire team belonging to the E. Romero revolver and shot the man down witharron, N. M., arrived in the city last tance or rejection of the commission company was placed on the stage of out giving him the slightest chance
j;ight and will visit friends and rela- Dlan of municipal government. The the opera house yesterday, after con- for his life.
Lucero is a member of a prominent
siderable work. They spent the night
tives here for the next few days.1
question was voted on two years ago,
disand
will
family of San Miguel county. He is
today there and this evening
Manager E. T. Plowman, of this
but failed to carry by a small major
survived by a wife and one child. Lu
the
one
features
be
the
of
of
left
of
the
yesterprincipal
houses,
trict
Harvey
ity. Advocates of the plpan believe
of age. Enday for Hot Springs, Ark., where he it will be adopted by the voters tomor- - general decorations. This feature ,, is cero was about 28 years
child. Feel
a
and
wife,
cinias
has
also
acof
on
shows
the
the
and
months
several
new,
remain
will
for
originality
B. Romero company.
ing against him at Tecolotito is said
count of poor health.
The firemen expect an unusually to be running high.
H. E. Fell, transportation inspector MARDl GRAS AT NEW ORLEANS
for the Santa Fe Railway company at
attendance, both in maskers and
large
23.
New Orleans, La., Feb.
Carnival
Handsome prizes have
Denver, came in Saturday evening for week in New Orleans was ushered in spectators.
Up steps Eddie Collins and says as
a short visit with relatives. He re- today "with the customary ceremonies been offered for costtimes and dancers. how he hopes the Federal league may
succeed for the benefit of the players.
turned to Denver last night.
and pageantry. Hotels and boardtng
tne .lungs that was
C H. Bristol, general superintend- houses are filled to overflowing with A heavy cold In itself-habeen the
s
ent of the western lines of the Santa visitors, among whom are many nor expected to cure
Y. M. C.
in many cases of
startling
point
Fe Railway company, passed through thern tourists, and all signs point to
that ended fatally.1 The sensible
Las Vegas this afternoon on his way one of the largest Mardl Gras crowds course is to take frequent doses of
Mr. in many, years.
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP
to Raton from Albuquerque.
It checks the progress of the disorder
Bristol was accompanied to Raton by
and assists nature to restore normal
Superintendent F. L. Myers of this
conditions. Price 25c, 6O0 and $1.00
division.
Tor
Subscribe
The Optic.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
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Our Instructions to the famous editor of the Boston Cooking School
Magazine were! "Get up a book of recipes of the things people, like best'
Find the best Way to make and bake each one. Then write it out so plainly
that even an inexperienced housewife can't haye a failure."
"The Cook's Book" was the' result. .Sorjte of the, 90 recipes were origi
riated, many of them were improved, upon, alicf all were personally tested by
this best known authority on cooking in America, and she tells so clearly how
she made everything that one cannot go astray.
While some of the cakes and pastry are elaborate enough for any occasion,
the recipes are all thoroughly practical and call for no expensive and, unusual
ingredients. In addition to telling, how to make them, the book is beaulifuHy
illustrated in colors showing how to arrange and serve the dishes appetizingly.
More than half a million of "The Cook's Book" are now in use in American households.
Yet the demand is constantly increasing.
Many end for
two or tkee at a time to give to friends or young houseDon't depend on borrowing one from a
keepers.
have one of your own.
neighbor

i

;

How to Get "Hie Cooks' Bock"
In every 23c can of K C Baking Powder is packed
colored certificate.
Send us one of these certificates (parte
it on a postal card if you like) with your name una address plainly writu-n- , an.) "The Cook'j Book" will be
mailed free of charge. Oaiy one book for each certificate.

Address

Jaf5--

M,J. Company,

Chicago

C3

SECURITY

Lu-eer- o

d

Personal supervision Executive Board, weekly meetings. Sigmund' Nahm, Bernhardt Appel, Geo. H.
Hunker, Geo. B. Morrison, Charles Danziger, Cecillo Itosenwald, John W. Harris.
Examination by State Banking Auditor.
Independent examination by special Banking Auditor employed by . Board of Directors. U'.i
-

condition
or

Progressive, Clean, Up to Date. No bad

...

.....,,.7f:;:'!.r''';

l;

It

questionable paper. No Overdrafts, no Rear Estate.

ii

VERDICT OF OUR CUSTOMERS
Courteous treatment, efficient and prompt application of banking principles. Reliable information,
Reasonable loans, Reasonable rates.
4

per cent paid on Savings and Time Deposits and

per cent on Checking Accounts.

2
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CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

.;,

Monday

-

International Grand Prize automobile rac.e, Santa Monica course, Los
Angeles.
Willie Hoppe and George Sutton
18.2 balkline match
begin l,50(-poin- t
in Chicago..

Jim Flynn vs. Jack Dillon, 10 fli.e tangle over the question of pern-Its.
rounds at Kansas CH7,
Promoter McCarey of Los Angeles
Saturday
Annual meeting of Intercollegiate is
endeavoring to arrange a battle be- Association of .Amateur Athletes, at Uween Leach Cross and Jack Britton.
New York,
Mike Gibbons says he must get aa
,:
First s annual national motor boat much money as McFarland or thereshow opens in Chicago.
,;
will be no Michael-Packetango.
Rocky mountain, athletio,,, confer"Kid" Williams is figuring on a
ence championships at Denver.
trip to Australia in case he fails to
Canadian intercollegiate boxing and get a match with
.Johnny Cou'ion.
wrestling championships at Montreal.
Digger Stanley, the bantamweight
champion of England, has been put out
HOUCK iS FAVORITE
03" the g r.mo by. a brokm hand.
Sn Francisco, Feb. 23. Leo Houck,
A new boxing cfiib has Wben organithe Philadelphia middleweight, con zed! in Cambrdlge, Mass.
Only amatinued training work almost up to the teurs will be
permitted to don the
hour for his
open air fight mitts.
at 3:15 p. m. today with Billy Murray
Jerry Lucente, the Spokane Imof Sacramento, uncertain of the ques
offers to back himselg against
pounder,
tion of making the stipulated 128
of his weight
any
boy
at ringside. An Influx of
pounds
money from the east today made
Houck a 10 to 8 favorite.
KANSAS CITY LlVE STOCK

-

Schedule meeting of the Southern
baseball league at Mobile.
Annual tournament for amateur billiard championship of Canada begins
in Montreal.
Opening of annual show of Omaha
Automobile Dealers' association.
Opening of second annual Montana
bonsplel at Butte.
Opening of annual bench show of
the Westminster Kennel club at New

y

York.

Charlie White vs. Patsy Drouillard,
10 rounds at Milwaukee.
Bud Logan vs. Anton the Greek, 10
WITH THE BOXERS
rounds at Oshkosh, tVis.
.
Jim Sullivan vs. Jack Harrison, 15
rounds at London;, England.
Jimmy dabby got $2,844 for defeatTuesday
ing Sailor Petroskey at Vernon the
Wrestling match between Charles other night. If Petroskey had been a
Cutler and Gustav Friestensky at copper instead of a sailor Jimmy
Chicago.
wouldn't have taken the money.
Wednesday
The San Francisoo ooxlng promotJimmy Fox vs. Danny Cummings, ers are loose again. They are in one
12 rounds at Butte, Mont.
Thursday
Johnny Dundee vs. Pal Moore, 10
rounds at New York.
Friday
Annual indoor championship of New
England A "A. U at Boston.

Kansas City, Feb. 23. Hogs, receipts 4,000. Market high. Bulk $8.G
8.65; heavy $8.558.70; lights

fS.308.55;

$7.508.10.

pigs

strong. Prime fed steers.
$8.509.25; dressed beef Bteera $7.25
8.40; southern steers $6. 508.55;
cows $4.'407.50; heifers $6.759.00;
calves $6.5010.50.
sneep, receipts s.uuu; marnet steaay. .
lantbs $7.57.80; yearlings fS.QO
6.80; wethers $5.255.85; ewes $5.0
Market

6.60.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

A. SQUAD GETTING INTO
SHAPE FOR UNIVERSITY GAME
'
-

'

'

.!

...

,

NOTE.

"Hobe" Ferris, a former Boston- Minneapolis second baseman, has been
referee of the Rhode .Island
appointed
.
,
.. i
,,
.a rm,
t t
liuxiug uiuu m, tuwawu, "SffBi.hA
1

Mackinaw coats made from Navajo
Indian blankets will be worn by the
Boston, Braves this season. Seeing
Charles. Schmidt in an Indian blan
ket- - will mako a great story to tell
the children. v "

Gross, iCelly &
Sole Agents

President Tom Chivington of the
American association is somewhat nettled over the doings of the Federal
league. From where Tom stand3 It
looks as though the Feds- contemplat- ted putting the A.. A. and the International league out of business. '

r

--

Shortstop Johnny Lavan, who was
shifted from the lowly Browns to the
champion Athletics last season, has
been returned to the Browns. As
Johnny hooked up with the Athletics
in time to share in the world's series
money last fall he "ain't saying nor
thin'."

that when a

man-Hir-

is no longer wanted by the club
wi.j, which ha is tinder contract he
should be reloaded outright. That's
all r: rht for Connie, who practically
TEAM, WHICH
TWO VIEWS OF THE Y. M. C.A. BASKETBALL
owiis the team he managed, but how
CLAIMS THB STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
about the owner who signs a star flayThe local team is practicing liard
The bis basketbalf game to be stag.
er as manager at a fancy salary.
ed at tna armory Friday niy'it when aud promises to put up Its best gaina.
.Johnny Gloves aud Dave ICrta of the y. M. C. A. team will mwt Cue all- The squad of players includes about
r, star squad of the New'Mwdco Univer
New York are billed to clash, at
16 men who assist the regulars Sn
N. H., tomorrow.
Bclty of AllniQiierqi', promises to be
the fastest exhibition of its kind ever practU'o and thus keep them In excelI
..i shape.
Sabcrib tor Tne OpG-sstaged in Las Vegas.
Mm-Cheste-

m.
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Connie Mack says
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For the best on the market tcdiy
Miller Non.Skin or plain thread, f
and tires and Fisfce tires and cverjtUr
ed for
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7XMJCAPIM
ETS A DE1TER

p
DANISH FEMALE MARINER WILL
SOON ENTER THE AMERICAN SERVICE
Copenhagen, Feb. 23. Promotion to
steamer in the American service
Sias been promised to Mrs. von Baud-- f
iz, Denmark's only woman sea captain who is now commanding a vessel
mnning .between Russia and England.
Sirs, von Bauditz, who is the wife

of a physicjan, was for a long time in

terested In yachting as a eport and
after passing an examination, for a
master's license she took up the sea
ts a profession. So adept did she
prove herself that a local shipping
company soon gave her command of
one of its largest steamers. Captain
von Bauditz wears a natty uniform
with square cut coat and skirt of the
ame material. She Is the first female
captain! in Denmark and she claims
to be the only real feminine master
mariner in the world.
Several American teachers are here
studying the old Danrsh folk dances
with the idea of substituting them for
in girl3 schools in America. In this city a biff nociety has
been formed for the preservation and
promotion of Danish national dances.
The movement was so widespread that
St attracted the attention of Americans
visiting here and resulted In the visit of American teachers, who express
themselves as delrghtetf with the
quaint dances. The teachers complain
.that gymnastics become very tiresome
and boring to the girls, and they be- -

An English company Is planning to
lieve that the dances will confer all
of the benefits of the gymnastics and harness Dettifoss, one of the largest
at the same time be a great source of water falls In Iceland with the plan
Of turning its estimated 410,000 horse
pleasure to the students.
power into an agency to extract ferthe atmosphere.
Anton Rosen, a local architect has tilizer from
estimate that the
The
engineers
finished plans for the building which
will
develop more power than
will be erected at the San, Francisco falls
at
works
Hardangerford and Oddo
the
exposition from a fund collected by in
Norway- The engineers say they
Danish Americans. The biulding will
will have no difficulty in producing
be modeled on the famous castle of
fertilizer from the
Hamlet's town, Elsinore, and, like its calcareous ealtpeter
air.. The elec,tic power will be transhistorical prototype, will be situated
mitted to a nearby port, where splen
on the sea. The building will not be
did
shipping facilities exist, and whore
used to house exhibits, which will be
factories for the prodution of the ferbe
win
bn.lt
wH1tlltoer
by the Danish government, but
be used as a headquarters for Danish
$100 REWARD, $100
Americans and their friends visiting
Th rnnrinra of this naDer will be
the exposition. The structure will nlponnri to learn that there Is at least
contain a lig recital hall, reception one dreaded disease that science has
all its stages,
rooms and offices. For the official been able to cure In Hall's
Catarrh
and that is Catarrh.
has
site
Danish exhibition a splendid
Piiro In thn onlr nositiVfl cure DOW
been procured and it is planned to known to the medical fraternity. Ca
make the exhibit small but typical ot tarrh being a constitutional atsease,
treatment.
the very beet of Danish art and in reouires a constitutional
Haii'o
Cure is taken Internal
dustry.
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there
to? destrovin? the foundation of tne
Dr. Carl Jacobsen, Denmark's great
disease, and giving the patient
conart patron, just before his death
strength, by building up the constitufided to a friend that ho Intended to tion and assisting nature In doing its
create a Danish Versailles, and the work. The proprietors nave so mucn
faith in its curative Bowers that they
publication of the plan has led to the offer On Hundred Dollars for any
determination to carry out his Ideas case that It fails to cure. Send for
as a memorial of his services to the list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. UHlffiNKX & tjv., Tonation. The large sum to make the
Ohio.
ledo,
plan a success will be available from
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
the Carlsberg fund, which was Instit
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
uted by Jacobsen and to which he pation. Adv.
donated many millions for the encouragement and promotion of art in Den
at
Clean cotton rags
WANTED
mark.
office.
Optic
The Versailles, as planned by Dr.
Jacobsen, will be erected in Frederiks- tinnr. wher
the beautiful castle of
PILLS
that name with its extensive gallery CHICHESTER BRAN U.I
of art and national historical treasures
Diamond Brnd
IMIla in Kul ami ttld ni?talMcV
is already located. In connection with
boxes, sealed witli Blua Ribbon. V
the castle all of the skill of the land
lftlAUilKfl liKANIk IPll.l.H. fnt
an Rest. ?"feit. Alw&vs Keliabb
vmk
scape artist and sculptor will be call
BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
SOLD
Park.
ed upon to create a Versailles

S
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3EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
,
Tucumcari, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GD7EN: That
the State of New Mexico, under and
oy virtue of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
ipplication for the within describe!
unappropriated, unreserved, and
publlo lands, for the beueflt
of the University. Said lands being
situated In the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more par
lt
ticularly described as follows,
Description
of Tracts
Sea Twp. Rng. Mer.
12N 25E N.M
19
3WSE14
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. V FRATERNAL .BROTHERHOOD
102
Meets
comevery
Monday night
A. M. Regular
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas aveM at
in S o'clock. Visiting members are
third Thursday
XJT
n . .
lU t'J
in f. dially welcome.
J. C. Werts, Prt

4

A

COLUMN

N.M,

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

to-w-

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
CHB BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWATS HAND LCD

17AHT

non-miner- al

--

ohe

tt

brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. A
XV
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tae
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordialKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
P-Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
W.
MaIn
;
each
at
month
day
j
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

ADVER

N.M.
TISEMENTS
33
N.M.
8SW4
Comprising a total area of 200 acres, Five cents per Una each Insertion.
All persons wishing to protest Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
against selection by the State of New No ad to occupy less space than two
Mexico of the tracts of land above lines
All advertisement
charged
mentioned, must file their protests will be booked at space actually set
against the said selection In this of without regard to number of words.
fice on or before the twenty-sevent- h
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
day of March, 1914.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
R. A. PRENTICE,
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
l'"&:ISfflNpE35smsc
Register.
vocauon nrsi xaonaay in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CON
4
' ffiJ
7:45 p. nv
Temple at 7: SO p. m. P, No. 2.... 7:20 p. m
CERN
A. Brinegar, H. P.; P. O No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
11:59 p. nv
Notice is hereby given to whom it
-2:30 a. m.
8
.
a. m
2:25
Blood,
No.
Secretary,
William
concern
that
Haydon
may
2:00
m
No.
1:35
p. m
p.
10....
the undersigned was appointed on the
' O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
West Bound
30th day of January, 1914, Adminis
4. Meets every Monday evening: at
Arrive
Depart
trator of the estate of George W,
OPTIC NUMUCft, MAIN f.
their
hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1
1:35 p. a.
1:10 p. m
havand
all
persons
Griggs, deceased,
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No. 3.... 6:35 a. m..;.. 6:40 a. m.
tng claims against the estate of said
J.
4:30 p. m.
Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
"W.
will
pre
George
Griggs deceased,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No. 9.... 6:35
7:00 p. a.
sent the same within the time pre
p. m
scribed by law.
February 2, 1914, SALESMAN WANTED To look after wertz. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
v
Cemetery Trustee.
WILLIAM G. HAYDON.
our interest in San Miguel and
Administrator.
counties. Salary or commis- B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
sion. Address The Harvey Oil Co.,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
Cleveland, O.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
slowly If neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
LINIMENT on band Is always preare cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
pared for such accidents. Price 25c,
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen
tral Drug Co. Adv.
Secretary.
Silver
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms.
414
Seventh street.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
Inquire
-- if
use
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
EMPRESS
and Barred Rocks.
Safe delivery
first and third Mondays of each
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
age City, Kansas.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers- i
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
BARRED Rock eggs for hatching, 65 cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It 's giving you
Deputy,
.i.i
cents per setting of 15. C. A. Mc- 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
a present for doMillan, phone Olive 5572.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
ing something
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE White Leghorn and Buff
you 'd do hny
Orpington eggs, 75c per setting. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an;
way when you
Mrs. Ben Coles, 712 Grand avenue.
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
learn how Much
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
Better EMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard 7
FLOUR nalfy is.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Li-8ecretarj
ME!4SEi4

30

12N
12N
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Wanted
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For YOU!

this elegant Rogers'

for Sstl

Spoon
you

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC AND GET

.

1

I

1 ACHE

GOOD

Far Rent

PRACTICALLY

IN

vlted. Isaac

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Charlei

Appel, President;
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Secretary.
Greenclay,
furnished
employed,
comfortable,
room; no health seekers.
Phone
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Purple 6301.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl?
Love at Woodmen ol the World hals
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
o
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue, on the second and fourth Mondays
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewari
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Visitlm
Local Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially welcoae an
cordially Invited.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

High
class general merchandise business,
only store In locality; making KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
money. Owner must sell because of
can be oK.
other Interests.
Address Store. r urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall
1
.1
members
f
Pioneer building.
Visiting
Optic office.
tamed in trui cuy iiom
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine, g
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Centra

E.

The National Sportsman

RETAIL PRICES

Tears Practical Experience.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

Professional Health Culture for Ladlee
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage. Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p, m. to 8:30 p. m.

The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

ALL GROCERS

CO

23

i

r

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54 ,
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet
neighborhood,
newly painted, pa day of the month in the vestry roomi
pered, electric lights. Low rate uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock t
Phone Purple 5301,
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
j

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Delvery
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibc, to 1,009 lbs. Each Deliver,

lb, to 200
Less than 50

60

AG

......

lb., Each Dsllvtry
lb., Each Delivery

Wo per 10t
10f

.

....... .;.25o pr
............ S0o per
40c

.......60o

pr

per

Sb

18S

lb.
lb.
lb.

IN

lb

101

PDRA COMPANY

UA

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Nawral Ice, the Purity
iJiaUng Qualities el Which Have Made Lu Yeiaa Jamoaa.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

13

ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank

ANT Ads

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Veeas.
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New Men

"

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Are.-Bes- t

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main ll
East Las Yegas, New Mexico
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PERSONS

SMUGGLING

entrusted with a new translation for
the occasion of Agamemnon, the first
part of Aeschylus' trilogy, and the
staging of it. The (j.,stumes are all IVfSAT
to be taken from the' figures on Creel;
vases of the time, and which actually
represent the characters in the trag-

'
edy.
As for the scenery little, or nothing
will have to he done to have the complete Illusion of the city of Mycenae.
COUNT AND COUNTESS GUNTHER The theater of Syracuse was the largARE HELD
KOENIGSMARK
est, after those of Miletus and MegaIN PRAGUE
lopolis, known to the, ancient Greeks
and was erected ' some time in the
of
Feb.
23,
fifth century, B. C. It was hewn out
Geneva,
Development
the fine art of smuggling to a new of the solid rock and1 is nearly semiplane is charged in the case of titled circular in form, 46 of the original '61
trsoni.?e8 detained at Prague pend- tiers of seats still being in existence.
ing an Inquiry into the alleged opera Some of the tiers were divided into
tions. It is charged that the Count compartments, the Greek inscriptions,

EXPERTS

'

and Countess Gunther von Koenigs-jriaiwho are of an ancient German
family, and who have their headquarters in Zurich,, where the manufacture
of saccharine la permitted, have ibeen
making frequent trips across the German and Austrian, fnmtiers accompanied by many servants In livery and
baggage containing saccharine. Customs officials generally do not venture
to examine all the baggage of the
However, at
recently,
lhe party encountered inspectors who
searched their effects and found evidence which prompted an inquiry Into
the operations. Is iB said that profits
from the smuggling of saccharine Into
Germany and Austria would amount to
from 100 to 400 per cent.

showing the names of their owners
being still legible, and as many of
them were feminine, this is indirect
evidence that at Symcusa, at least,
the theater was frequented by women,
although it la denied ty moBt hlstorr
ians.
Nature has always combined to ren
der this .theater a thing of beauty. All
about It are orange and lemon groves
with their gold and yellow
fruits,
above is Mount, Yemenites, circled by
the blue Ionian Sea, while to the
south opens the Temple of Jove. Amid
such surrounding the lovers of Greek
art and literature will welcome the return of Aeschylus to the city of his
adoption this spring.'

A New York man, H. Wirth, has the
honor of (being the first American to
clinub the Jungfrau on skis, and Incidentally, he established a record for
guide climbing. Accompanied by Herr
Stuckey of St. Gall and Amatter, the
well known guide of Gridelwald,' the
New Yorker made the ascent of the
Jungfrau, 13,670 feet, also ascended
the Monch, 13,405 feet, and returned
to Grindehvald, his starting point, af
ter crossing the Fiescher glacier and
Eismer glacier, all in 48 hours. One
night was spent in an Alpine hut on
the Jungfrau. The weather was fine
and the snow in gocit condition. A
splendid view of the Alps was obtain
ed, but the cold was so intense that
one could stand still only a few mo

SICK, SOUR STOMACH

,

merits.
A remarkable avalanche recently oc
curred at Au, an Alpine hamlet In the
canton of St. Gall. A farmer and his
family had just sat down to dinner
at noon, when the 'avalanche fell from
the neighboring heights, causing a
great and violent displacement of air
in the narrow valley. This tore doors
from their hinges and broke windows
while the members of the family were
actually blown out of the house
through doorless passages to the garden a considerable distance away. Cu
riously none was injured. A few minutes later the avalanche itself arrived
and Wrecked the whole farm, the walls
giving away under the onslaught of
snow ' and the roof fanfng in. '

W-

I:

-

Greek Plays Succeed
Rome, Feb. '23. The success of the
Greek tragedies given in the antique
open air theater at Fiesole, near Florence, and their repetition in Rome at
the stadium has led to the still more
ambitious project of giving Greek
Hellenic representations at the Greek
theater at Syracuse, more than 2,400
years old.
IProfqssor Ettore Ramagnoll, who
life translating the
, has spent his
Greek tragedies into Italian, has ibeen

cr Bright Eps

i

INDIGESTION OK GAS
'PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE
FIVE

UP-

IN

MINUTES

Wonder what upset your stomach
portion of the food did the
damage do you? Well, don't bother.
If your stomach Is in a revolt; if
sour, gassy and upset, and what you
just ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; head dizzy and aches; bellch
gases and acids and eructate undibreath foul, tongue
gested food;
"
coated just take a little Pape's
and in five minutes you wonder what became of the indigestion
and distress.
Millions of men and women today
know that it is needless to have a
bad stomach. A little Diapepsin occasionally keeps this delicate organ
regulated and they eat their favorite
foods without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit without rebellion; If your food is a damage instead
of a help, remember the quickest,
surest, most harmless relief is Pape's
Diapepsin which costs only 50 cents
for a large case at drug stores. It's
truly wonderful it digests food and
sets things straight, so gently and
easily that it is really astonishing.
Please, for your sake, don't go on
and on with a weak, disordered stomach; It's so unnecessary. Adv.
which

CHICAGO PRIMARIES
Chicago, Feb. 23 Seldom in the history of Chicago has so much interest
WOFWEN

N

been aroused in a political election
as is now manifested in the alderman-i- c
primaries: to be held tomorrow,
when nominations will be made by
the various parties for one alderman in each of the 35 wards. The
unusual interest arises from the fact
that the primaries will afford the
women their first oportunity to exercise the franchise given them undeT
the suffrage law. Politicians have no
way in which to estrmate the division
of the women's, vote among parties
and factions and consequently there
are more wards than usual in wU.-ctne results of the primary fights are
in doubt.
The situation is further
complicated by the fact that several
women are contesting for aldennanic
nominations.
'

Remarkable Catarrh Cure
That Gets Right into the
Affected Parts and
Stops Gatherings. '

h

s

Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown-

ups

That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com
It has the confidence of your
druggist, who knows it will give you
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States-boro- ,
Ga., says: "I have used Folev'e
Honey and Tar Compound In my family and have sold it In my store and
It never fails to cure." Refuse a sub
stitute. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store, Adv.
pound.

J
8. 8. 8. to
'

tor th
Woo
mid Throat.

Eyes, Hom

It is definitely known that catarrh can
be cured by the simple process of inoculating the blood with antidotal remedies
throughthat stop Inflammatory conditions
out the mucous iininjts of all the organ
famous
the
with
done
This
is
of the body.
Swift's Sure Speclllc, or as tt is widely
blood
the
Into
H.
8.
taken
8.
It is
known,
most nourishing
just as naturally as the
over
every
Influence
food.
It spreads its
orma in the body, through all the veins
and arteries, aud enables all mucous surfaces to exchange inflammatory acids and
other Irritating substauces for arterial elements that effectually cltanae the system
nd thus put an end to all catarrhal pollution. S. B. S. cleans out the atomach ot
mnrnns accumulations,' enables only pure,
r
materials to enter the intes
ti
tines, combines with these food elements an
the
titer
circulation, and In less than
hour Is at work throughout the body in
the process tf piirlllcatfon.
You will soon rfalis-its wonderful Influence by the absence of headache and
nlendlly Improved nasal condition.
Kor special advice on any blood J!Kfle
write to the Swift Specific Co.. 223 Kwiff.
Bide.. Atlanta, On.
I)r not delay to get
a hoi tie of H, S. S. from your dru'wist.
Insist
that
Always
yon wont K S. R.
arid ncirhins cl-- e.
Ileware of ail, attcmots
'Ml
It Kiibs-tO E'il
itiiie.

SCOTTISH RITE REUNION
Livingston, Mont., Feb. a3. Masons
of high degree from all parts of Montana were present here today at the
annual
opening of the twenty-fourtstate reunion of the Ancient and Accepted, Scottish Rite. Today was given over to the reception of the visitors.. The reunion will continue four
days, during which time all the degrees
of the rite from the fourth to tlis
thirty-seconinclusive, will be conferred In full form and ceremony,
h

'

Gas in the stomach or bowels la a
disagreeable, symptom of a torpid
liver. To get rid of It quickly tnke
It is a marvelous liver
HERBINE.
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drag Co. Adv.

BY

DALE REVEALED

WALTER

JOSEPH

DELANEY,

"It's the Hoob," announced Myrtli
rarr to her five close young ladl
friends in the garden' of the pretty
Durham home.
" began the delicate,
Its the
modest-eyeElida Durham, a dubious
f
whimsical expression on her

one-hal-

face. v
"Oh, Myrtle, explain that it is a very
innocent slang word and relieve Elida
at once," chirped in the madcap ot
the group, Vi Barringer.
"Very well, my Innocent and Inex
perienced lone lamb," said Myrtle
solemnly, "a 'Boob' Is an unfortunate
and artless human being who becomes
the buffet and prey of the more know
.
ing ones."
Why, my brother Norman has in
troduced the gentleman to me as Wai
ter Dale," said Elida, glancing past

FEBRUARY
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"Mr Dale." she said faintly, brok
snly, "you are indeed a true friend!'
'.Uin't you worry. Miss Durham,'
spoke Dale in his straight-forwarhomespun way. "When this is all over
you are going to be proud of Nor
man, for if he makes the Greek be
will get the highest average of the
class."
And that was just what Norman
Durham did. Something more as well.
"The Boob" had gained a certain in
fluence over him with his rough but
honest ways, and Elida's brother saw
the folly of wasted hours and the fast
set ceased to allure him.
Elida of course never let Norman
know what Dale had revealed to her.
The latter did not come to the house
and for a spell there came no opportunity for inviting him. Elida began
to wonder why she thought of him so
often; why in comparing him with
the
young men in her
set he shone forth not only as unique
empty-minde-

o
o
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
8

d

but attractive. ',..,
She knew now why Walter Dale had
been called "The Boob." The. students
worked him out of half his monthly
allowance. They imposed on his rare
bush-linethe
fence where the sub
good nature. They played all kinds
ject of consideration was passing.
of tricks on him. But tie had come
Oh, yes," answered Myrtle, with
to the college to learn the ways of the
meaning glance at the others. "Nor world and never Cinched from the
man is too good a friend of Mr. Dale
to call him names; Isn't that so, ordeal:
And then a sensational event trans
girls?"
The little college town was
pired.
chorus
indeed!"
came
a noisy
"Yes,
In unison, and then VI cried out ex located on a lake with a very lovely
Island in its center. One afternoon
citedly: "Why, he's coming right iz Elida and
f
a score of her intihere. Oh, oh, Elida!"
mate friends took a boat and went
Elida
blushed
like a peony
Pretty
at the implication conveyed in these over to Lone island. A group of the
to join them at dusk
last roguish words. She wondered college men were row.
what ia the world this unexpected cali for a moonlight
This happened: a violent storm.
meant. In an uncouth fashion Dale
came up suddenly, the boat the girls
It
stood in the middle of the graveled
had used was driven adrift and dark
foot path fully 50 feet away.
He was stalwart, simple faced, not came on with the frightened girls
marooned.
quite up to the blue blood standard
The storm kept up. The college men
in dresB, pretence and artificiality
Yet as Elida advanced towards hin went down to a spot opposite the is
she could not but admire the manli land, but an old boatman warned them
ness indicating that he knew how tc to wait till the storm was over; that
toil as well as study. If the mannei no craft could live in that wild
in which he lifted his hat was some tempest
One hour two hours went by.
what awkward, a quiet firmness anc
Those who had timid sisters over on
checked
or
the
dignity
giggling girls
the lawn and inspired Elida to give Lone island, chilled and frightened,
began to worry over the situation. The
him a ladylike greeting.
"Miss Durham," he said, "I have storm did not abate.
Dale was of the party on the main
come from your brother. Me wishes
He walked about
land.
restlessly,
to
him
some
send
you
collars, cuffs
and handkerchiefs and his shaving constantly watching the sky, hoping
to see some break in the leaden pall
outfit."
None came, then he disappeared.
come
does
not
he
himself?'
"Why
Norman half an
"Hello,"
a
inquired iiiiida trine anxiously, anc hour later. spoke
"Look, fellows, there is a
why was he not home last night'.
Father and mother are both away anc light on Lone Island."
"It's a campfire," added a compan
would be worried."
ion.
"Well, the girls will feel less
he
Dale's
Walter
face softened as
looked down into the sweet troubled lonely. Maybe they have found some
kind of shelter."
eyes of the beautiful girl. Then he
Three hours later they were able to
steeled himself to an unwelcome but
get afloat. They reached the island
to find their young lady friends sitting before a cheery roaring fire ol
logs built at the entrance to a cavelike depression in the rocks.
They were dry, warm and quite con
tented now at the oddity of their situAnd entertaining them with
ation.
pleasant stories was "The Boob."
He had proven his expertness as a
crack swimmer; he had won flistinc
Hon over his rather crestfallen fellow
students.
Myrtle Farr fairly doted on him and
Vi Barringer no longer made fun ol
his rugged country ways.
And Elida, who had known his ster
ling worth all along, was glad and
proud of his escort to her home.
The papers made quite a feature ol
his brave, lonely swim to bring sue
cor and courage to the fair marooners
A year later they chronicled the bril
liant wedding of Elida and "The
Boob," who had shown that he pos
sessed at soul the merits that make
true and grat men.
d
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Energy of James.
Congressman Richard Bartholdt oi
Missouri smiled the other night when
"Wny Does He Not Come Himself." reference was made to hustling, enw
He said it recalled a
settled mission and his eyes expressed gettc people.
was told about an esteemed
that
story
firmness.
named James.
"Miss Durham," he said gravely citizen
Two friends of the aforesaid James
"your brother did not come himself were
having a chat one afternoon,
because he Is in my room up at the
when the latter wad incidentally mento
a bedpost"
college manacled
Elida drew back in dismay incredu- tioned.
By the way," smilingly remarked
lous, startled, shocked.
la
"I have not yet learned to lie like one of the pair, "I think that JamesHe
a gentleman home farm training the most tired man in ten counties.conhas actually got some sort of a
that, I suppose," observed Dale, a trivance
whereby he can pull a string
slight trace of satire in his tone
in the morning
"Most of the fellows would say thai and light the fires
out of bed."
without
getting
was
home
Norman
kept away from
commented the sec
last night by extra study, important ond.Fine work!"
"But I fall to see how he is
club meeting and all that. It would
device."
be an untruth. He has got in with a benefited by his ingenious
old pal," was the
"I
don't
you,
get
am
I
to
fast crowd,
say. Tbey
sorry
of the first
led him at one of their riotous ca- wondering rejoinder
"Well, from what I know of James,
rousal suppers until I carried him to
returned the second, "he Is too conmy room this morning. If he got away
founded lazy to pull the string."
would
from me he
get back with the
Telegraph.
Philadelphia
fellows, ready to prolong their merry
bout, as they call it. I have spent all
May Not Be All a Myth.
the morning nursing Norman into a
Roman
antiquaries are beginning to
reasonable condition. I got out the
think
the story of Romulus and
that
clubroom manacles we use in our
initiation and no one can set him free Remus Is not a myth. Commendatore
Boni, who Is in charge of the explor
until I get back."
ation
work, believes that he has found
Elida was pale and distressed. She
Romulus and also the re
nad heard of the mad doings of the the tomb of first
city which the
rich and careless set at the college mains of the
with his plow. Pertraced
founder
before this.
too prone
"To explain a little further," said haps we have been a little
to laugh at the antiquity of antiquity.
Dale, "I am a true friend of your
There are a good many archaeologists
brother."
now who believe In the reality of the
"I believe that" murmured Elida.
ot Atlantis, and now comes
continent
"Tomorrow Is examination day.
Norman is shy on his Greek. There an explorer who tells us of an empire
are two things I really know how to still older and that lies beneath the
do well, Miss Durham one is to waters of the Pacific. He even tells
If us that he has discovered the remains
swim, the other to read Greek.
I sit up all night I'm going to drill of one of their cities.
Norman so he will creditably pass
The Nvcomrr.
the examination."
"What's that poddy little figure with
EHda went into the house and rea bow and a quiver
turned with a package.
Pig, manly a stethoscope for
fellow that ho was, Walter Dale full of clinical thermometers. Aescutremored like a weak woman as she lapius?"
"No, indeed! That ia the Cupid cf
placed a soft, lovely hand upon his
the eugenic marriage." Judge.
bronzed own.
1
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Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

TONIGHT

AT THE

MUTUAL MOVIES
BRIDGE STREET

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

"HER LOVE LETTER," Drama Thanhauser,
"UNTO THE WEAK," Drama American.
"REBECCA'S WEDDING," Comedy Keystone.

Adv.

Don't forgot the Pancake social at
afternoon at 5

ui
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It's a better car sold at a

Guild Hall Tuesday
o'clock. Adv.

Trees pruned see Thornhlll, Prun
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone
Purple 5352 Adv. ..

lower price. Under all conditionsin every countrythe
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.

-

i

J

fLorsuxn Beauties
Arkansas Blacks

1

t

Every shirt In- - house 40 cents, ineluding Wilson Bros, and Monarch
shirts at the Hub. Adv.

(

Fresh

WE

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Hve, aged
In wood. Direct frotn the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Steams Store

Ladles, there is nothing finer in the
world than those Calarab Candy Figs
at Winters Drug Company. Adv.
Mrs. James Cook has taken the po
sition formerly occupied by Miss- Ai
vira Bunch at "the Rosenthal Furnl

4

from the stage at the Dun
can opera house tonight.
Come "up and see us at the

Invoice

.

ii

AT YOU

.

And in

first and after costs it

saves money for its owner.

of those delicious
Candy Figs Calarab Just received at
Winters Drug Company. Adv.
.

10 OK

I

Masquerade Ball .

illliillE

v

$615 is

the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and particulars from
LAS VEGAS FOEO SALES CO.

Phone Vegas 424

.

.

ADO
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JAM

BLANKETS

Direct from the Indian

sortment

Reservations-Lar- ge

fine colorings unique

ture company's store.

As-

patterns-a- ll

15

prices.

.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

BUS

Wholesalers

Every Women Is Proud to be

It is a na- tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, sot
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced "have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.
a good baker.

PURE QUILL
or OUR PIUDE

75he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

n

It tie

Dome of

k M of Everytlilng Eoti

1

Fresh Strained Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each

Fresh Comb Honey, 2 for 35c
IE GOAAF & liAYVARD CO. STORE

SECOND TRIAL IN MURDER CASE many of them responded. Washing
Anderson, Ind., Feb. 23. The case ton Gardner of Michigan, the national
of George W. Brown, charged with commander-in-chie- f
of the G. A. R.,
the murder of Albert Hawkins, a con- - was pret'ent as' the 'guest of honor.

ctabie, was called today for trial
Brown's father, W. W. Brown, was retent'y convicted at Marlon on the
same charge. The killing occurred
last July in the town of Ingalla. when
the Browns kept a hotel. The tragedy
was the result of ill feeling that followed a liquor raid made on the hotel.

-

HOSE AND FIRE COMPANY'S

SI
The reading circle of the Sisterhood
of Temple Mentefiore will meet tp;Tlfttrrnw nftArnnrm at 9 rvYlnptr at thi
Church of the Immaculate Conception
home of Mrs. Charles Greenclay.
will meet tomorrow afternoon with
Mrs. 'A. Meloney, on National avenue
K. F. Riley, clerk at the Castaneda
its junction with Main avenue. All
at
ti
hotel, is indisposed and, unaJble
members are invited to be present.
be at the desk today. Mr. Riley is
suffering from an attack of the grip.
Announcement was maae today by
the
assignee of the C. D. Boucher
Jack McGreevy, the vaudeville star.
that the entire stock of that
Is now located at St. Anthony's sani- grocery
the fixtures, has been
firm,
including
tarium. Mr. McGreevy has been InJohn H. York. Mr,
purchasedby
sedisposed for some time, but is not
York took charge today, and follow
ill.
riously
ing an inventory, will move his stock
The Modem Woodman of America into the building.
will hold their, regular weekly meetThe good effect of good roads was
ing tonight in the W. O. W. hall on shown
yesterday when William Sprin
Sixth street. All members are rea trip from the Valley
made
ger
quested to be present.
ranch to this city in two hours and
21 minutes.
Mr. Springer timed the
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd' Harris are the
He saya that the roads
closely.
trip
to
of
born
a
baby girl
proud parents
between
Las
Vegas and the Valley
emthem last night. Mr. Harris is
are
ranch
good.
comSanta
Fe
Railway
ployed by the
pany as a civil engineer.
The Plaza park is being put 'in
The Cathoiio ladies of the East side shape for the spring and summer. The
announced this morning that they committee In chargo of this beauty
of rotten
would give an entertainment on St. spot is having several loads
manure
to
the
hauled
and
spread
park
Patrick's day. Further announcement,
about on top of the1 blue grass. Grass
made
will
be
the
details,
including
seed will be sown on top of the first
later.
snow and the flower beds will be en
riched with fertilizer. As soon as
Word was received In Las Vegas
warm
weather arrives the plants will
today of the death of .Clinton Stults,
out in the beds.
set
be
formerly a resident of this city, at
Fort Worth, Texas, last week. Mr.
PIANO OWNERS
Stults was employed by the governto Mr. Franklin 1 wish to
In
justice
ment during his residence here.
state that he is connected with the
Starr Piano company and his work cn
The banks aud postoffices today ob
my piano is satisfactory. Mrs. Chas.
of
served1 holiday hours in honor
Kohn. Adv.
Washington's Birthday. The banks remained closed all day, while the East
TRAIN TRAFFIC AFFECTED
Las Vegas postoffice observed regu
both east and west afConditions
lar holiday hours. All other business
fected the passenger and freight trafhouses remained open. The day went
fic of the Santa Fe Railway company
unobserved in the local schools and
today, the trains from the east being
a
only the occasional appearance of
late in their arrival here due to snow
flag reminded the populace of its
storms in Colorado, while the floods
in California have practically demoralized traffic from that direction.
This evening at the Liebschner
No regular trains from California
ranch at Agua Zarca will occur a big have arrived
in Las Vegas for two
masquerade dance given by Mr. Lieb- days, and not information can be obof
from
all parts
schner. Ranchers
tained as to when Jhe first will arthe country plan to attend the party,
The traffic eastbound is being
rive,,.
and It will be one of the most jolly
with stubs, which have aiv
handled
affairs given In that vicinity for some
rived here on time.
time. Mr. Liebschner is popularly
known as the mayor of Agua Zarca,
CARD OF THANKS
and lias been tost at a number of
We wish to thank the many friends,
at
that
place.
big parties given
whose assistance and sympathy were
extended to us during the sickness
'
to
In order
prevent any possible ana
after the death of our loved one
danger, the B. Romero Hose and Fire and also for the
many beautiful floral
company this morning announced that
A. J, Marshall, W. T. Reed
offerings.
several lines of hose and plenty of and
Family. Adv.
.chemical apparatus will be Installed In
the opera house this evening. The
ALLEGED MURDERER ARRESTED
people can rest assured that there
San Francisco, Feb. 21Eugene
no
will be
calamatiy, as the E. Romea negro who has been traced
Fruits,
ros are all trained men and can safe- to
Honolulu and back to San Franguard the audience. The general cisco, was arrested at the
Angel In
rule that all people should keep their
land! immigration station here yesseats should a fire break out Bhould
charged with killing George
be strictly adhered to In this case, terday,
Murphy of Louisville, Ify., after
however. The East Las Vegas fire
Murphy's resdence.. He was turndepartment will be on the alert to an- ed over
immediately to Louisville deswer all alarms tonight.
tectives.
-

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest

E. ROMERO

AMERICANS CELEBRATE
Berlin, Feb,
American col
ony In Berlin joined today ia holding
the customary celebration In honor of
.

Washington's birthday anniversary
The feature of the day was a dinner
at which Ambassador Gerard presided.
In, addition to the ambassador the
G. A. R. OF ALABAMA
speakers at the function Included ProBirmingham, Ala., Feb.
fessor Paul Shore? of the University
Islne and the fray fraternized here y of Chirnso and Consul General
Rob
at the annual .'encampment of the ert P. .Skinner
nuhl Army of the Republic, Department of Alabama. A special invitation v.;ia extended to the Confederate
Vf.fuuti's to afenrl the reunion and
Subscribe for The optic.

rob-bn-
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MOST HEAT FOI YOUR MONEY
WARD WILL ADDRESS

TEMPERANCE MEETING
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY TO
THE SPEAKER AT FIRST PRES-U"-

1

i

23.--T- be

J

j
;

VAULT

AND

CESSPOOL

MILITARY

WEEK IN OTTAWA

Ottawa, Ont, Feb. 23. Officers representing the military organizations
throughout the dominion are assemThose desiring work done
bling In the capital for their annual
conferences.
will please call on or phone
Among the organizations
which will meet during the week are
vf.
the Dominion of Canada Rifle associa
i
tion, the Canadian Artillery associaLas Vejjas Transfer Co.
tion, the army service corps, the Can523 Sixth Street
Phone Main 43 ft adian
'
engineers, the corps of guides
K
"
"
and military medical officers.
- -"---

CLEANING
i.

--'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BE

BYTERIAN CHURCH

The Las Vegas Ministerial association has decided to hold a large union
temperance service Sunday evening at
the First Presbyterian church. District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
will be the chief speaker. Mr. Ward
Is well informed upon the temperance
problem and has written a number of
articles for ipapers upon this subject.
The Methodist,. Baptist and Chris-tiochurches will adjourn their evening church services and unite with the
Presbyterian church to make this
meeting a genuine success in every
particular. Special music, appropriate
to the occasion, will be prepared.

See Us for Your Early Spring

Requirements
GARDEN HOSE in guaranteed qualities
Now is the time to start watering your

n

lawns

BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES

BATTLE OF OJINAGA
AT BROWNE

J.

THEATER

REMARKABLE
Fll MS WILL BE
SHOWN TOMORROW
AND
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

"The Battle of Ojinaga" Js now to
be seen in the movies, and it is one of
the most wonderful pictures ever put
on the screen.
The films were made by Dr. Charles
A. Pryor, president of the El Paso Fea
ture Film syndicate, during the actual
fighting; and only those who know
something of the dangers and horrors
of war can have any idea of the risk
it meant.
There are four reels of these pictures, and so real are all the scenes
that the watcher can almost Imagine
he Is on the battlefield.
First you see Sierra Blanca and Juarez, there ia General Panoho Villa,
the daring rebel leader, loading his
troops on the train for Chihuahua; also5 General
Ortega, Villa's right hand

man.'
Then comes
'

the first refugees

to

C.

Johnson
on

'

It"'
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ALL

Ar.:L'D SATISFACTION

will be tlie result nf your purchase if
it comes from ns
REMEMBER:

Onr Name on the l!ox
means a Lot

i. if! 9

i
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"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS"

.

Jefferson F"ynolds, President.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallot Raynolris, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surpl us and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest' Pail ca

i

;

gVASTIKA COAL

Tim

Deposit

cross; tlie river to Presidio, on the Rio Grande by "Uncle Sam's boys,"
morning of December jl, t ad the story and a panoramic view of our soldiers
of the fight Is closely, followed distributing rations to the five thou-

showing General Tnes Salazar 'i with
his men in Jie7 tfenche.flt defending
the city of Ojinaga, after whh more
refugees are t(i foe to- a, .crossing the
river, in wagons, mounted on horses
or burros, and some wading the mud
dy stream.
The Mexican ambulance brings the
first load of wounded federals to the
American Red Cross society and here
you sea Drs. Braden and Spring of Eli
Paso administering to their needs.
From there on the pictures are inter- spersed with fighting, charges and re- treats, scenes in the Red Cross hos- pitai of men literally shot to pieces
and dying, of some of the seemingly
hopeless cases which our doctors took
charge of and through, care, saved
their lives.
You see the federals Racking the
city of Ojinnga and dettn j in? build- ?
of
ings. and finally ln : '
thera all on the Texas side of the

sand prisoners; the finish of the picture is tlla march to Marfa, where
many pitiful and pathetic incidents'

rre

shown.

r.

These pictures will .be shown at the
Browne theater Tuesday and Wednesday nights. All who see them will
agree that they are full of thrilling
and startling incidents of intense
EDUCATORS MEET IN RICHMOND
Richmond, Va., Feb. 23 The de- -

'

J

partment or superintendence of the
National Education Association met
in this city today for its annual con- vention.
Well known educators from
every section of the country are in
attendance. In connection with the
meettig the national council of edu- cation aud the department of normal
schools and school administration of
the national association will hold ses-Bion.

,

